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Strangers in the Land Jun 17 2021 "When you see another's face -- the face of a child, or of someone

hungry or hurt, someone pleading for your love -- their eyes look back. You look at them. They look at
you. Only the dead don't look back." It is 1160 BC. For years, the prophet Devora has blamed other
tribes for the hunger of the dead and the gruesome death of her mother. But this day will bring her both
tidings of a swarm of the dead greater than any she has ever known and a supplicant who will shatter
every hard shell she has formed around her heart: Hurriya, who has carried her infant across the length
of ancient Israel in search of a miraculous cure. Hurriya, a refugee from the tribes Devora has hated.
Hurriya, who is receiving terrifying visions of the future-like Devora's own. In the nights to come, all
strangers in the land must stand together if they are to survive. "To say I loved this book would be an
understatement. I could not put it down." - "The Seattle Post-Intelligencer" "Beyond the rich historical
background and the desperate fight for survival, Strangers in the Land is a story about otherness, what
it means to be a 'stranger' ... Far from being 'just another zombie book', it is a remarkably clear look at
what it means to impose a system of inequality among a culture." - "Examiner.com" "Stant rebuilds the
zombie mythology from the ground up." - Rob Kroese, author of "Mercury Falls" and "Schrodinger's
Gat"
The Real World of Victorian Steampunk Dec 12 2020 In the last few decades, steampunk has
blossomed from being a rather obscure and little-known subgenre of science fiction into a striking and
distinctive style of fashion, art, design and even music. It is in the written word however that
steampunk has its roots and in this book Simon Webb explores and examines the real inventions which
underpin the fantasy. In doing so, he reveals a world unknown to most people today. The Real World
of Victorian Steampunk shows the Victorian era to have been a surprising place; one of steam-powered
airplanes, fax machines linking Moscow and St Petersburg, steam cars traveling at over 100 mph,
electric taxis and wireless telephones. It is, in short, the nineteenth century as you have never before

seen it; a steampunk extravaganza of anachronistic technology and unfamiliar gadgets. Imagine Europe
spanned by a mechanical internet; a telecommunication system of clattering semaphore towers capable
of transmitting information across the continent in a matter of minutes. Consider too, the fact that a
steam plane the size of a modern airliner took off in England in 1894. Drawing entirely on
contemporary sources, we see how little-known developments in technology have been used as the
basis for so many steampunk narratives. From seminal novels such as The Difference Engine, through
to the steampunk fantasy of Terry Pratchett’s later works, this book shows that steampunk is at least as
much solid fact as it is whimsical fiction.
We, the Drowned Jul 07 2020 Explore the wondrous sea and the oddities of human nature in this
international bestselling, thrilling epic novel of a Danish port town. Hailed in Europe as an instant
classic, We, the Drowned is the story of the port town of Marstal, Denmark, whose inhabitants sailed
the world from the mid-nineteenth century to the end of the Second World War. The novel tells of
ships wrecked and blown up in wars, of places of terror and violence that continue to lure each
generation; there are cannibals here, shrunken heads, prophetic dreams, and miraculous survivals. The
result is a brilliant seafaring novel, a gripping saga encompassing industrial growth, the years of
expansion and exploration, the crucible of the first half of the twentieth century, and most of all, the
sea. Called “one of the most exciting authors in Nordic literature” by Henning Mankell, Carsten Jensen
has worked as a literary critic and a journalist, reporting from China, Cambodia, Latin America, the
Pacific Islands, and Afghanistan. He lives in Copenhagen and Marstal. “We, the Drowned sets sail
beyond the narrow channels of the seafaring genre and approaches Tolstoy in its evocation of war’s
confusion, its power to stun victors and vanquished alike…A gorgeous, unsparing
novel.”—Washington Post “A generational saga, a swashbuckling sailor’s tale, and the account of a

small town coming into modernity—both Melville and Steinbeck might have been pleased to read
it.”—New Republic “Dozens of stories coalesce into an odyssey taut with action and drama and
suffused with enough heart to satisfy readers who want more than the breakneck thrills of ships
battling the elements.”—Publishers Weekly (starred)
The Weird Jul 31 2022 SHORTLISTED FOR THE BRITISH FANTASY AWARDS A landmark,
eclectic, leviathan-sized anthology of fiction's wilder, stranger, darker shores. The Weird features an
all star cast of authors, from classics to international bestsellers to prize winners: Ben Okri George
R.R. Martin Angela Carter Kelly Link Franz Kafka China Miéville Clive Barker Haruki Murakami
M.R. James Neil Gaiman Mervyn Peake Michael Chabon Stephen King Daphne Du Maurier and
more... Exotic and esoteric, The Weird plunges you into dark domains and brings you face to face with
surreal monstrosities; You will find the boldest and downright most peculiar stories from the last
hundred years bound together in the biggest Weird collection ever assembled.
The Zombie Bible Jan 31 2020 Biblical tales retold as episodes in humanity's battle with the ravenous
dead. Now, get five novels in a single volume: Death Has Come up into Our Windows What Our Eyes
Have Witnessed Strangers in the Land No Lasting Burial I Will Hold My Death Close (and an
exclusive excerpt from By a Slender Thread) DEATH HAS COME UP INTO OUR WINDOWS
(Book 1) It is 587 BC. A vast army lies encamped about Yirmiyahu’s city, and a rebellious king has
closed the city gates, locking in the living and the dead together. Now, the things Yirmiyahu sees and
the things he must do will call into question every promise he has made, every duty he has sworn -- to
his wife, his God, and his city. WHAT OUR EYES HAVE WITNESSED (Book 2) Regina endures a
death-in-life as a sex slave in the Subura, the ancient world's most terrible ghetto -- until a strange man
sees her suffering and gives her a coat, a new name, and a new life. The man is Polycarp, and he has

the Gift of gazing into the eyes of the hungry dead and granting them rest -- a Gift that comes at a
terrible cost. And ancient Rome may burn him for it. STRANGERS IN THE LAND (Book 3) Four
must stand against the dead: The aging prophetess Devora. Hurriya, the slave girl. Zadok, a legend
among warriors. And the widower Barak, who has sworn to defend his homeland from a migration of
walking corpses greater than has ever been seen. In this retelling of a tale from Judges, the strangers in
the land must stand together if they are to rid the land of its blight. NO LASTING BURIAL (Book 4)
A man wanders out of the desert one day and finds a village in ruins after a night of the walking dead.
The survivors have thrown the snarling corpses into the Sea of Galilee, only to starve as the ghoulhaunted sea yields no fish. Will the stranger's coming bring back the fish, or the hungry dead? I WILL
HOLD MY DEATH CLOSE (Book 5) Marked for sacrifice by her own father.... A young woman
must rely on only her wits and troubled memories of her mother’s faith to survive. Jepthah's daughter
flees to the hills, knowing her father and his stone blade may appear at any time to claim her -- while
the unburied dead of her people also hunt her in the low ravines. The centuries to come will not
remember her name. But generations of young women will climb those hills to remember her.
"Heartbreaking and wonderful." - Conflictium "Stant Litore has been doing fascinating
phantasmagorical things with zombies in biblical times." - Jeff Vandermeer, author of Annihilation "I
find myself riveted to Stant's prose, not only because I'm eager to find out the characters' fate but
because his words are so beautiful. The story has stayed with me days after reading it. I highly
recommend." - Denise Grover Swank, author of The Curse Keepers "The Zombie Bible is philosophy
played out in bleak landscapes. It's psychology set to the harsh strains of Prokofiev. Litore's prose is
lean and hungry; his characters are faceted all-round like various colored stones; his scenes pulse with
blood and life, ring with metal or reek of sweat and undeath." - Marc McDermott "Litore’s vibrant

writing rips the lid off of the King James version and reveals to us a world of intense human hopes,
dreams and pathos. You’ve never seen anything like this before." - Richard Ellis Preston, Jr., author of
Romulus Buckle and the City of the Founders "To say I loved this book would be an understatement. I
could not put it down." - The Seattle Post-Intelligencer
Steampunk Jun 25 2019 Steampunk is the hottest science fiction counterculture, alive in fantasy
novels, films, arts and crafts, fashion, comic books, music, computer games, even architecture. Enter a
world of Victorian technology, where steam power meets space travel. From Jules Verne and H. G.
Wells to Alan Moore, Hayao Miyazaki, and Philip Pullman, the genre has captured imaginations
around the globe. Here’s the first grand, illustrated history of the counterculture movement in a book
fittingly stylish in its design, package, and artwork. From the fastest dirigible and steam-powered ray
guns to fashionistas Lady Gaga and Alexander McQueen, the whole story of the gaslight romance is
here.
Death Has Come Up Into Our Windows Aug 27 2019 Yerusalem City is dying, and the king's fear of
invasion renders him blind to the starvation and plague ravaging his people. Only Yirmiyahu the
prophet can see the truth only he can hear God weeping behind her veil in the temple. He knows the
locked citygates will keep no one out they will only keep the dead in. Fearful that God has abandoned
her city, Yirmiyahu wrestles with the hunger of the living and the hunger of the dead as he struggles to
hold onto his last vestige of hope.
Steampunk Oct 29 2019 Imagine a world where steam is the main source of power, but the attitudes
are distinctly futuristic - the romance of the past meets the technology of the future. Steampunk is a
subculture on the rise, an exciting mix of adventure and sci fi in a world full of cogs and rivets,
goggles and corsets. Influenced by the worlds created by H.G. Wells and Jules Verne, Steampunk has

grown into a movement encompassing fashion, art, movies, literature and even music. Films such as
The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen catapulted steampunk to the big screen, whilst events have
sprung up all over the world in which fans create magnificent costumes and put steampunk twists on
modern devices. As you read this exciting new book, enjoy a stunning selection of artworks portraying
the ecstatic fantasy of steam-powered worlds.
Worry Less, Live More Oct 10 2020 How do you bury worry before it buries you? Worry, which is
essentially a strain of fear, is a rational response to real pressures and problems. Life is harder than we
expect, and even the Lord Jesus, the Prince of Peace Himself, admitted, “Each day has enough trouble
of its own” (Matthew 6:34). He said, “In this world you will have trouble” (John 16:33). On one
occasion, He even said, “Now my soul is troubled, and what shall I say?” (John 12:27). Our souls are
easily troubled. The world and its trials seem to only increase. In nearly forty years of pastoral
counseling, Rob Morgan has seen a lot of changes in our culture. People are anxious, and everyone
seems increasingly tense and taunt. We’re overextended, running on empty, and often running late.
We’re worried and we’re weary. One moment we’re alarmed about global politics and the next we’re
frustrated with a clogged commode or a cranky boss. Stress can have a way of keeping us on pins and
needles from dawn to darkness. In this book Pastor Morgan leads the way through the investigation of
the Bible’s premier passage on the subject of anxiety. Philippians 4:4–9 is God’s most definitive word
about overcoming anxiety and experiencing His overwhelming peace. Dissecting the following eight
practices this vital passage promotes will help you to wage war on worry: The Practice of Rejoicing
The Practice of Gentleness The Practice of Nearness The Practice of Prayer The Practice of
Thanksgiving The Practice of Thinking The Practice of Discipleship The Practice of Peace When we
study and employ these practices effectively, we have the power to erase anxious thoughts and

compose our minds with peace in any situation.
I Will Hold My Death Close Jul 27 2019 "I wait in a crouch with the javelins, and I can hear my own
blood. The night is sharp. I hold my death close; it is my own, and these unsteady corpses will not take
it from me." Marked for sacrifice by her own father, a young woman flees to the hills, knowing her
father may appear with his stone blade at any time to claim her - while the unburied dead of her people
also hunt her in the low ravines. Guided by the memory of how her mother stood bravely against the
dead, Jepthah's daughter begins her long flight in the dark. The centuries to come will not recall her
name. But generations of young women will climb the hills to remember her. "Like Cormac
McCarthy's novels, "I Will Hold My Death Close" does not pull its punches. A beautiful, brilliant tale,
it offers a pretty bleak picture of the human condition and the human struggle against the terrors of this
world." - Andrew Hallam, Ph.D., Metropolitan State University of Denver "I find myself riveted to
Stant's prose, not only because I'm eager to find out the characters' fate but because his words are so
beautiful. The story has stayed with me days after reading it. I highly recommend." - Denise Grover
Swank, author of "The Curse Keepers"
The Art of Steampunk Aug 20 2021 Dive into the world of Steampunk where machines are
functional pieces of art and the design is only as limited as the artist's imagination.
GEARED UP: WRITING STEAMPUNK Feb 11 2021 "The best thing about Steampunk is getting
to rewrite history." Or so a reviewer said in commenting about Geared Up Writing Steampunk. But
author Beth Daniels totally agrees with them In this, the 3rd edition of the book, she adds a few more
elements to the fun PLUS expands the listing of Steampunk publishers from 36 to 43, many of them
new to the volume with no longer valid ones dropped. Since the first edition back in 2010, this has
been the only volume to focus solely on writing Steampunk fiction and building the Steampunk stage

on which characters play. Steampunk is, without a doubt, the most fun a historian in love with the 19th
century can have since this is enhancement rewriting of what events might have been if technology got
an extra boost a bit earlier. Reviewers say: "...just plain fun to read," "...essential to anyone wanting to
dip] their toe into writing steampunk. It is told in a no nonsense yet humorous way and gave invaluable
info." "Inspirational. Must read again with notepad and pen."
Steampunk & Cosplay Fashion Design & Illustration May 05 2020 Offers tips, tricks, tools, and stepby-step instructions for designing and crafting steampunk fashion.
Nietzsche Apostle Nov 30 2019 Peter Sloterdijk's essay on Friedrich Nietzsche and the benefits and
dangers of narcissistic jubilation. For Peter Sloterdijk, Friedrich Nietzsche represents nothing short of
a “catastrophe in the history of language”—a new evangelist for a linguistics of narcissistic jubilation.
Nietzsche offered a philosophical declaration of independence from humility, a meeting-point of
sobriety and megalomania that for Sloterdijk has come to define the very project of philosophy. Yet
for all the significance of this language-event named Nietzsche, Nietzsche's contributions have too
often been elided and the contradictions at the root of his philosophy too often edited out. As Sloterdijk
observes, “Never has an author so insisted on distinction and yet attracted such vulgarity.” Nietzsche
Apostle, drawn from a speech Sloterdijk gave in 2000 on the hundredth anniversary of Nietzsche's
death, looks at the ways in which Nietzsche has been branded over the years through selective
compilation, and at the ways in which Nietzsche turned himself into a brand—a brand announced by
his proclaimed “fifth Gospel,” Thus Spoke Zarathustra. For Sloterdijk, the focus should not be on the
figure of Zarathustra or on the “will to power” often used as a kind of philosophical shorthand to sum
up Nietzsche's work, but on Zarathustra's act of “speaking” itself. Nietzsche Apostle offers a brief
history of self-praise and self-affirmation, an examination of the evolution of boasting (both by God

and by man), and a very original approach to Nietzsche, philosophy's first designer brand of
individualism.
Steampunk Your Wardrobe Jun 05 2020 Learn to infuse the popular steampunk style into your
wardrobe with easy and inexpensive techniques for garments and accessories.
Area X Feb 23 2022 Annihilation is the first volume in Jeff VanderMeer’s Southern Reach trilogy,
Authority is the second, and Acceptance is the third. Area X—a remote and lush terrain—has been cut
off from the rest of the continent for decades. Nature has reclaimed the last vestiges of human
civilization. The first expedition returned with reports of a pristine, Edenic landscape; all the members
of the second expedition committed suicide; the third expedition died in a hail of gunfire as its
members turned on one another; the members of the eleventh expedition returned as shadows of their
former selves, and within months of their return, all had died of aggressive cancer. This is the twelfth
expedition. Their group is made up of four women: an anthropologist; a surveyor; a psychologist, the
de facto leader; and our narrator, a biologist. Their mission is to map the terrain and collect specimens;
to record all their observations, scientific and otherwise, of their surroundings and of one another; and,
above all, to avoid being contaminated by Area X itself. They arrive expecting the unexpected, and
Area X delivers—they discover a massive topographic anomaly and life forms that surpass
understanding—but it’s the surprises that came across the border with them, and the secrets the
expedition members are keeping from one another, that change everything. After the disastrous twelfth
expedition chronicled in Annihilation, the Southern Reach—the secret agency that monitors these
expeditions—is in disarray. In Authority, John Rodriguez, aka “Control,” is the team’s newly
appointed head. From a series of interrogations, a cache of hidden notes and hours of profoundly
troubling video footage, the secrets of Area X begin to reveal themselves—and what they expose

pushes Control to confront disturbing truths about both himself and the agency he’s promised to serve.
And the consequences will spread much further than that. It is winter in Area X in Acceptance. A new
team embarks across the border on a mission to find a member of a previous expedition who may have
been left behind. As they press deeper into the unknown—navigating new terrain and new
challenges—the threat to the outside world becomes more daunting. The mysteries of Area X may
have been solved, but their consequences and implications are no less profound—or terrifying.
The High Season Apr 03 2020 “A mesmerizing, head-spinning—and sometimes madcaphilarious—take of have and have-nots.”—People (Book of the Week) NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY REAL SIMPLE AND KIRKUS REVIEWS • “In the smart, breezy,
sweet spot between Meg Wolitzer and Elin Hilderbrand.”—Entertainment Weekly No matter what the
world throws her way, at least Ruthie Beamish has the house. Located by the sea in a quiet Long
Island village, the house is her nest egg—the retirement account shared with her ex-husband, Mike,
and the college fund for their teenage daughter, Jem. The catch? To afford the house, Ruthie must let it
go during the best part of the year. It’s Memorial Day weekend and the start of what Jem calls “the
summer bummer”: the family’s annual exodus to make way for renters. This year, the Hamptons set
has arrived. Adeline Clay is elegant and connected—and will never need to worry about money.
Before long, she demonstrates an uncanny ability to help herself to Ruthie’s life. Is Adeline just being
her fabulous self, or is she out to take what she wants? When an eccentric billionaire, his wayward
daughter, a coterie of social climbers, and Ruthie’s old flame are thrown into the mix, the entire town
finds itself on the verge of tumultuous change. But as Ruthie loses her grasp on her job, her home, and
her family, she discovers a new talent for pushing back. By the end of one unhinged, unforgettable
summer, nothing will be the same—least of all Ruthie. Praise for The High Season “Blundell knows

the territory. . . . Her account of Ruthie’s coming to grips with a career, a daughter and a community in
flux is as touching as it is convincing.”—The Wall Street Journal “A huge page-turner . . . so
compelling . . . a classic beach read, but very smart, very intelligently written.”—Us Weekly, Emily
Giffin’s Summer Reading Recommendations “An acid-laced domestic drama set during one golden
summer on the moneyed, beachy North Fork of Long Island.”—The New York Times “Judy Blundell
wields words like an oyster knife in this shimmering story of art, money, and celebrity.”—Helen
Simonson, New York Times bestselling author of The Summer Before the War “A wry, often hilarious
story of a woman trying to keep it together when everything is going so, so wrong.”—Real Simple
Hummingbird Salamander May 17 2021 Named one of NPR's Best Books of 2021 From the author
of Annihilation, a brilliant speculative thriller of dark conspiracy, endangered species, and the possible
end of all things. Security consultant “Jane Smith” receives an envelope with a key to a storage unit
that holds a taxidermied hummingbird and clues leading her to a taxidermied salamander. Silvina, the
dead woman who left the note, is a reputed ecoterrorist and the daughter of an Argentine industrialist.
By taking the hummingbird from the storage unit, Jane sets in motion a series of events that quickly
spin beyond her control. Soon, Jane and her family are in danger, with few allies to help her make
sense of the true scope of the peril. Is the only way to safety to follow in Silvina’s footsteps? Is it too
late to stop? As she desperately seeks answers about why Silvina contacted her, time is running
out—for her and possibly for the world. Hummingbird Salamander is Jeff VanderMeer at his brilliant,
cinematic best, wrapping profound questions about climate change, identity, and the world we live in
into a tightly plotted thriller full of unexpected twists and elaborate conspiracy.
The Southern Reach Trilogy: Annihilation, Authority, Acceptance Oct 22 2021 ’A contemporary
masterpiece’ Guardian ALL THREE VOLUMES OF THE EXTRAORDINARY SOUTHERN

REACH TRILOGY – NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY
ALEX GARLAND (EX MACHINA) AND STARRING NATALIE PORTMAN, OSCAR ISAAC,
GINA RODRIGUEZ AND TESSA THOMPSON
The Kosher Guide to Imaginary Animals Mar 03 2020 " ... [E]xploring an alternate history of
science fiction, this ingenious anthology showcases eighteen brilliant authors leading the way to a new
literature of the future ... Two strangely-detached astronauts orbit Earth while a third world war rages
on. A primatologist's lover suspects her of obsession with one of her simian charges. The horrors of
trench warfare dovetail with the theoretical workings of black holes. A dissolving marriage and bitter
custody dispute are overshadowed by the arrival of time travelers. An astonishing invention that
records the sense of touch is far too dangerous for Thomas Edison to reveal."--Page 4 of cover.
Micro Nov 10 2020 An instant classic in the vein of Jurassic Park, this boundary-pushing novel has all
the hallmarks of Michael Crichton’s greatest adventures with its combination of pulse-pounding thrills,
cutting-edge technology, and extraordinary research
Steampunk Jul 19 2021 Presents stories about mechanistic golems, infernal machines, airships,
alternative histories, other planets, and how the genre has influenced movies, television, comics, and
the Internet.
The Radleys Sep 08 2020 Struggling with overwork and parenting angst, English village doctor Peter
Radley endeavors to hide his family's vampire nature until their daughter's oddly satisfying act of
violence reveals the truth, an event that is complicated by the arrival of a practicing vampire family
member.
The Steampunk Bible Nov 03 2022 Steampunk—a grafting of Victorian aesthetic and punk rock
attitude onto various forms of science-fiction culture—is a phenomenon that has come to influence

film, literature, art, music, fashion, and more. The Steampunk Bible is the first compendium about the
movement, tracing its roots in the works of Jules Verne and H. G. Wells through its most recent
expression in movies such as Sherlock Holmes. Its adherents celebrate the inventor as an artist and
hero, re-envisioning and crafting retro technologies including antiquated airships and robots. A
burgeoning DIY community has brought a distinctive Victorian-fantasy style to their crafts and art.
Steampunk evokes a sense of adventure and discovery, and embraces extinct technologies as a way of
talking about the future. This ultimate manual will appeal to aficionados and novices alike as author
Jeff VanderMeer takes the reader on a wild ride through the clockwork corridors of Steampunk
history.
The Zombie Bible Apr 15 2021 Biblical tales retold as episodes in humanity's battle with the ravenous
undead. Now, get five novels in a single volume: Death Has Come up into Our Windows What Our
Eyes Have Witnessed Strangers in the Land No Lasting Burial I Will Hold My Death Close (and an
exclusive excerpt from By a Slender Thread) DEATH HAS COME UP INTO OUR WINDOWS
(Book 1) It is 587 BC. A vast army lies encamped about Yirmiyahu's city, and a rebellious king has
closed the city gates, locking in the living and the dead together. Now, the things Yirmiyahu sees and
the things he must do will call into question every promise he has made, every duty he has sworn -- to
his wife, his God, and his city. WHAT OUR EYES HAVE WITNESSED (Book 2) Regina endures a
death-in-life as a sex slave in the Subura, the ancient world's most terrible ghetto -- until a strange man
sees her suffering and gives her a coat, a new name, and a new life. The man is Polycarp, and he has
the Gift of gazing into the eyes of the hungry dead and granting them rest -- a Gift that comes at a
terrible cost. And ancient Rome may burn him for it. STRANGERS IN THE LAND (Book 3) Four
must stand against the dead: The aging prophetess Devora. Hurriya, the slave girl. Zadok, a legend

among warriors. And the widower Barak, who has sworn to defend his homeland from a migration of
walking corpses greater than has ever been seen. In this retelling of a tale from Judges, the strangers in
the land must stand together if they are to rid the land of its blight. NO LASTING BURIAL (Book 4)
A man wanders out of the desert one day and finds a village in ruins after a night of the walking dead.
The survivors have thrown the snarling corpses into the Sea of Galilee, only to starve as the ghoulhaunted sea yields no fish. Will the stranger's coming bring back the fish, or the hungry dead? I WILL
HOLD MY DEATH CLOSE (Book 5) Marked for sacrifice by her own father.... A young woman
must rely on only her wits and troubled memories of her mother's faith to survive. Jepthah's daughter
flees to the hills, knowing her father and his stone blade may appear at any time to claim her -- while
the unburied dead of her people also hunt her in the low ravines. The centuries to come will not
remember her name. But generations of young women will climb those hills to remember her.
"Heartbreaking and wonderful." - Conflictium "Stant Litore has been doing fascinating
phantasmagorical things with zombies in biblical times." - Jeff Vandermeer, author of Annihilation "I
find myself riveted to Stant's prose, not only because I'm eager to find out the characters' fate but
because his words are so beautiful. The story has stayed with me days after reading it. I highly
recommend." - Denise Grover Swank, author of The Curse Keepers "The Zombie Bible is philosophy
played out in bleak landscapes. It's psychology set to the harsh strains of Prokofiev. Litore's prose is
lean and hungry; his characters are faceted all-round like various colored stones; his scenes pulse with
blood and life, ring with metal or reek of sweat and undeath." - Marc McDermott "Litore's vibrant
writing rips the lid off of the King James version and reveals to us a world of intense human hopes,
dreams and pathos. You've never seen anything like this before." - Richard Ellis Preston, Jr., author of
Romulus Buckle and the City of the Founders "To say I loved this book would be an understatement. I

could not put it down." - The Seattle Post-Intelligencer
The Mammoth Book of Steampunk May 29 2022 An anthology focusing on newer elements of
steampunk, one which deconstructs the staples of the genre and expands on them, rather than simply
repeating them, with a greater spread both in terms of location and character. This is steampunk with a
modern, post-colonial sensibility. Contributors include: Jeff VanderMeer, Caitlín Kiernan, Mary
Robinette Kowal, Jay Lake, Cherie Priest, Cat Rambo, Catherynne M. Valente, Genevieve Valentine
and many more.
The Steampunk User's Manual Oct 02 2022 This comprehensive guide to Steampunk creations of all
kinds offers inspiration and practical tips for bringing your own retro-futuristic visions to life. Whether
you’re a newbie to the world of Steampunk, or a long-time enthusiast of airships, goggles, and mad
scientists, The Steampunk User’s Manual is essential reading. The popular subgenre of science fiction
has grown into a cultural movement; one that invites fans to let their imaginations go wild. In this
volume, Jeff VanderMeer—the renowned expert in all things Steampunk—presents a practical and
inspirational guidance for finding your own path into this realm. Including sections on art, fashion,
architecture, crafts, music, performance, and storytelling, The Steampunk User's Manual provides a
conceptual how-to guide on everything from the utterly doable to the completely over-the-top.
Veniss Underground Apr 27 2022 From the author of Annihilation, now a major motion picture on
Netflix Dreams and nightmares entwine as three fellow travellers strive to achieve their deepest
desires. Nicholas seeks to escape his demons in the city of Veniss’ shadowy underground. But in so
doing, he makes a deal with the devil himself. His twin sister, Nicola, embarks on a feverish search for
him. And while discovering the city’s hidden secrets, she’ll spin her own hypnotic tale. Nicola’s lover
Shadrach is haunted by her mysterious disappearance. In the grip of despair, he decides to embark on a

mythic journey. Shadrach must steel himself to visit the nightmarish levels deep beneath the surface of
the city to bring his love back to the light. For these depths hold perils that are both complex and
chilling. There, he will find wonders beyond imagining . . . and horrors greater than the heart can bear.
Literary alchemist Jeff VanderMeer has produced a triumph of the imagination, revealing the
mysterious city of Veniss through three intertwined voices. Veniss Underground is an unforgettable
journey exploring the limits of love, memory and obsession. This edition includes the novella Balzac's
War.
Steampunk Jan 25 2022 Features artwork, sculptures, and gadgets created by artists inspired by the
steampunk culture and movement, along with a history of the culture's growth and profiles of the
artists.
Complete Stories Aug 08 2020 The publication of Clarice Lispector's Collected Stories, eighty-five in
all, is a major literary event. Now, for the first time in English, are all the stories that made her a
Brazilian legend: from teenagers coming into awareness of their sexual and artistic powers to
humdrum housewives whose lives are shattered by unexpected epiphanies to old people who don't
know what to do with themselves. Lispector's stories take us through their lives - and ours. From one
of the greatest modern writers, these 85 stories, gathered from the nine collections published during
her lifetime, follow Clarice Lispector throughout her life.
Lost Transmissions Dec 24 2021 This illustrated journey through lost, overlooked, and uncompleted
works is “a fascinating enrichment of the history of sf and fantasy” (Booklist). Science fiction and
fantasy reign over popular culture now, associated in our mind with blockbuster movies and massive
conventions. But there’s much more to the story than the headline-making hits. Lost Transmissions is a
rich trove of forgotten and unknown, imagined-but-never-finished, and under-appreciated-but-

influential works from those imaginative genres, as well as little-known information about well-known
properties. Divided into sections on Film & TV, Literature, Art, Music, Fashion, Architecture, and Pop
Culture, the book examines: Jules Verne’s lost novel AfroFuturism and Space Disco E.T.’s scary
beginnings William Gibson’s never-filmed Aliens sequel Weezer’s never-made space opera the 8,000page metaphysical diary of Philip K. Dick, and more Featuring more than 150 photos, this insightful
volume will become the bible of science fiction and fantasy’s most interesting and least-known
chapters. “Will broaden your horizons and turn you on to wonders bubbling under the mass-market
commodified pleasures to which we all too often limit ourselves.” ?The Washington Post
No Lasting Burial Jan 01 2020 "Something is happening, Cephas, and it will be like sword and like
fire and like bread in the mouths of a thousand, thousand children, and nothing will ever, ever be the
same way again." First-century Israel. A man wanders out of the desert one day and finds a village in
ruins after a night of the walking dead. The survivors have thrown the snarling corpses into the Sea of
Galilee, only to starve as the ghoul-haunted sea yields no fish. Will the stranger's coming bring back
the fish, or the hungry dead? In this reimagining of the opening chapters of the book of Mark, an
ancient story is made dangerous and raw again... "Stant Litore has been doing fascinating
phantasmagorical things with zombies in biblical times." - Jeff Vandermeer, author of "Annihilation"
"Intensely troubling and sharply beautiful. I highly anticipate the opportunity to reread it." - Timothy
Widman, "Wandering Paths" "Nothing about this novel was phoned-in. Even parts of the story that we
already knew by heart were revealed brilliantly with the gentle hand of a master surgeon. And Litore
told the story his way. I found it refreshing, respectful, and loving." - James Garcia, Jr., author of
"Seeing Ghosts"
Acceptance (The Southern Reach Trilogy, Book 3) Sep 28 2019 ’A contemporary masterpiece’

Guardian THE THIRD VOLUME OF THE EXTRAORDINARY SOUTHERN REACH TRILOGY –
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY ALEX GARLAND (EX
MACHINA) AND STARRING NATALIE PORTMAN, OSCAR ISAAC, GINA RODRIGUEZ AND
TESSA THOMPSON
Lives of Unforgetting Jan 13 2021 The ancient Greek word for "truth" means unconcealing or
unforgetting. Yet today many ideas and stories that were once critical to how early Christians
understood, practiced, and defended their faith often remain "hidden in plain sight" in our Bibles.
These ideas are concealed from us by the distance between languages, between eras, and between
cultures-yet they are so worth unconcealing and unforgetting. In this book, discover: The forgotten
women who co-founded Christianity Whether the first-century church thought there was a hell What
happens when you realize that in Greek, faith is a verb Why gender in the Bible is more complicated
than we think Which concepts our modern tradition takes for granted that would have been alien to the
original readers (like homophobia) We have also forgotten that to read the Bible is to receive an
invitation to adventure-to encounter the impossible, to move mountains, to walk on water. Instead, we
have been taught to read the Bible tamely, to make no choices, to risk no questioning of our tradition.
What would happen if we took the adventure? If we readers walked out into the wilderness toward
God, leaving home far behind? If we stepped out of the boat of our received tradition, out onto the
crashing waves? Let's find out.
The Steampunk User's Manual Mar 15 2021 A latest exploration of the retro-futuristic genre shares
practical and creative guidance for fans, covering topics ranging from fashion and architecture to
music and storytelling. By the World Fantasy Award-winning author of The Steampunk Bible. 50,000
first printing. Illustrations.

Anatomy of Steampunk Nov 22 2021 DIVThe Anatomy of Steampunk is a fashion sourcebook of
nearly 200 inspirational photos for the steampunk “look” you want. Also includes DIY tips for
transforming your own wardrobe./div
Steampunk II Sep 20 2021 Features short stories within the genre that were written during the last
decade, along with discussions about its future and how the genre should be defined.
Wonderbook Jun 29 2022 This visual guide to writing creative and compelling fiction includes
interesting and inspiring artwork as well as motivational tools and essays from today's top fantasy
writers, including George R. R. Martin and Neil Gaiman, to help all aspiring authors.
The Time Traveler's Almanac Mar 27 2022 A definitive collection of time-travel stories from more
than a century of literature features pieces by such leading authors as Douglas Adams, Isaac Asimov
and Ray Bradbury and is complemented by a selection of informative nonfiction articles, including
Charles Yu's "Top Ten Tips For Time Travelers."
Annihilation Sep 01 2022 The Southern Reach Trilogy begins with this Nebula Award-winning novel
that "reads as if Verne or Wellsian adventurers exploring a mysterious island had warped through into
a Kafkaesque nightmare world" (Kim Stanley Robinson). Area X has been cut off from the rest of the
continent for decades. Nature has reclaimed the last vestiges of human civilization. The first expedition
returned with reports of a pristine, Edenic landscape; the second expedition ended in mass suicide; the
third expedition in a hail of gunfire as its members turned on one another. The members of the
eleventh expedition returned as shadows of their former selves, and within weeks, all had died of
cancer. In Annihilation, the first volume of Jeff VanderMeer's Southern Reach trilogy, we join the
twelfth expedition. The group is made up of four women: an anthropologist; a surveyor; a
psychologist, the de facto leader; and our narrator, a biologist. Their mission is to map the terrain,

record all observations of their surroundings and of one another, and, above all, avoid being
contaminated by Area X itself. They arrive expecting the unexpected, and Area X delivers—they
discover a massive topographic anomaly and life forms that surpass understanding—but it's the
surprises that came across the border with them and the secrets the expedition members are keeping
from one another that change everything.
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